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-----Original Message-----
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Subject: Application by DRAX power Ltd/ order granting development consent for the DRAX bio energy with
carbon capture and storage project.

David farrar

Email , @googlemail.com.

Dear sir/ madam
I write to you in connection to the above application , bio energy  with carbon capture  with storage. Project.
( compulsory  acquisition)
Notice of change ,  request for such examination, Notification of hearing.

Firstly.  My understandings.  To Drax,  providing 11.8 %. Of the U.K.,s energy Generated. From this said plant,
To date,   Such government funded.  For greener energy.   Has not been resolved.
It being found ,  DRAX power plant to be using. The pellets.  Brought in, from overseas, Canada. Proven as
such.
DRAX owned companies in Canada.  Under other registered business names, The U.K. government fully
aware.  At such time  of it’s greener energy funding. To Drax Still lies unresolved.  No refundable moneys.
Being given back/ nor even asked for. By are government Proven. Their power plant , using the pellets.  To
which. Still are used today. In 2023.
Burning emissions twice the carbon footprint emissions to what coal would emit

To allow such consent. Of such order, in which I received  a copy  of. application. Order.  I find this truly
upsetting indeed There was talk of DRAX shutting down Due to national  tv coverage ,  findings And shown on
panorama,  months ago this year, Talk of are own government  being held responsible.  Knowing  before hand.
There emissions was churning out twice the controlled emissions.  Thus Such subsidy’s.  Given DRAX.
Financial benefit in millions,  of pounds  Prior to such findings
It was  also ,   National news also,

  To keep such.  News.  And very dangerous information being leaked out at such planned hearing.  In
Leeds magistrates court last year All hushed up.
The fact still remains
DRAX power station,  in how it operates.  What its still emitted into are atmosphere.
Still caries on breaking. Are carbon footprint in safety , and.  Protecting are world over polluted atmosphere im
afraid

All DRAX has done so far,
Is to employ extra security staff,  as to opposed.  Knowledge. That their plant. Could be. Violated in such way
from very very angry activist. Still current even today

Nothing has been done. Made public.  As to.



Turning this dire situation around.
Thus. It still stands.  Today.
I myself. A home owner.   Living in nabouring,
The next village to DRAX , power station it self, Have grave concerns.  

 To amounts of very high considerable financial amounts
To which. Does nothing to protect its local inhabitants.   Nor right across the board uk world wide,   Are health
Are safety. Security.   Aware what’s still being pumped out,  is still legal.  Unfair.
And its consequences.  To human health short term / long term,
I find,   As such
A proper examination. Should be carried out forth with I myself since moving to camblesforth, And my

 
We are constantly tired.   And feeling of unwell,  my daughter. Myself,  to sleeping for days and days.   And no
understanding of why this is happening
Never before have I myself experienced ever. Such sleep.  Pattern.  To myself. 

Who. Us both was very active in. Life
This  has now expired,   The air quality. The surroundings around DRAX.  Need to have a full examination into.
Are air polluted  quality.
And such examination carried out. Without any such warnings. To when taking place So many loop holes. Have
been badly done to so far And I strongly belive.  Are backed. By are government to In order that they don’t
have to come clean. About their own prior awareness. To what’s been going on. And still is
A shameful  way.  Of. Looking after are people.   Safety. Health. Not given any consideration at all

Hence.  Such a consent. Hope for to be given,   For such capture and the storage. Of. Publicly found.  Ilegal
cutting down of mature rare trees
To spend so much money importing this material.  And hiding the true facts While ongoing. Braking every rule.
In the book Safety.  Air quality. And it’s true emissions given out. In which somebody needs to be held
responsible for such And to make sure it’s stopped for good To preserve are health A better way of life for us all
worldwide
Especially us local inhabitants.  Living around that area.
I see no. Just reason, or cause.  To allow such.  A storage. Project.  And by way of compulsory acquisition to
say the least It’s propositions indeed
How such , the infrastructure. Around planning.   Can be excepted knowing hazards are still there
We are at risk
And I believe strongly
That before any such decisions can ever be reached.  Or even looked at. In general terms A feasible study. 
Needs to be put in place. Over a time  estimated period.
And this would surely mean , over. Many many long months.  So. Would receive a very accurate report.
I most certainly reject. Such.   Any planning consent.  Approved.  Or even considered
, untill  as such , a proper  anslysis. And complete examination. Is carried out. In determining.  If. It is safe to
even.  Proceed as usual.  In the way DRAX power station operates.  That’s even before considering. Storage
facility’s. DRAX are wanting. To put in place

Thank you
I would appreciate. Being updated.  Contacted via my email address.

As to.  My rejection made to such order.  Implanted.   And I eagerly await. Your reply  as to. The conditions not
only to myself and daughter, but. Other local residents.  Who have. And are still currently experiencing health
major problems.
All being made present. From DRAX power station usage of their bio mass wood pellets   In which. As stated
before,
Is now a national , well recognised  fact,  they emit twice the carbon. Into are atmosphere As opposed to when
using coal.

Thank you
Yours sincerely
Mr david farrar , cpl

Sent from my iPhone
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